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In section 3 we apply the results of section 2 to the framework. We prove that theclasses of perfect, denotational and operational observables are complete lattices and wediscuss some problems that arise studying them. One is the existence of observableswhich, although their operational and/or denotational semantic is precise and composi-tional, do not fall in any of our categories. Another problem is the existence of perfect(or denotational or operational) observables that are not comparable with well knownabstract domains, such as resultants, that we thought strictly related to all observablesin that class. We can partially overcome this problem restricting ourselves to the subsetof all observables that are concretizations of Herbrand's success set. Finally, we showhow to use functional dependencies to systematically derive new domains in which oursemantic operators enjoy desired precision properties.Conclusions and notes about possible future works complete the paper in section 5.1.1 PreliminariesThroughout the paper we will assume familiarity with the basic notions of lattice theory[2], logic programming [1, 16] and abstract interpretation [7], in the form presented in [9].We will model abstractions by upper closure operators rather then by Galois insertions,as done, for instance, in [6].Remember that, given a complete lattice C, an (upper) closure operator on C (uco inshort) is a function � : C ! C monotonic, idempotent and extensive (viz. 8x 2 C: x v�(x)). Each closure operator is uniquely determined by the set of its �x points, equals to�(C). To be more precise, it is �(x) = dfy w x j y 2 �(C)g. A set X � C is the set of�xpoints of a closure operator if and only if X is a Moore family of C, i.e. >C 2 X andX is meet closed. Moreover, the set of �xpoints of an uco � is a complete lattice but,unless � is additive, it is not a sublattice of C because the join operators are di�erent.We denote with uco(C) the set of all the upper closure operators on C. uco(C) is acomplete lattice such that, for each �; � 2 uco(C), f�igi2I � uco(C) and x 2 C:1. � v � i� 8x 2 C: �(x) v �(x) i� �(C) � �(C),2. �di2I �i�(x) = di2I �i(x),3. �Fi2I �i�(C) = di2I �i(C).It is possible [8] to assign to each Galois insertion h;C;D; �i the upper closure opera-tor �� and, in the opposite direction, to each uco � on C, the Galois insertion h��1; C;D;� � �i where � : �(C)! D is an isomorphism of complete lattices. Therefore, using uco'swe can reason about properties of abstractions up to isomorphism of abstract domains,with a simpli�ed notation compared with the approach that use Galois insertions.De�nitions of correct, optimal and precise operators have a formal counterpart in thissetting. Given ~op : �(C)n ! �(C) and op : Cn ! C, we say that ~op, w.r.t. op, is:� correct if 8x 2 Cn:op(x) v ~op(�(x))� optimal if 8x 2 �(C)n: ~op(x) = �(op(x))� precise if 8x 2 Cn: ~op(�(x)) = �(op(x)).The optimal abstract operator corresponding to op is precise if and only if8x 2 Cn: �(op(�(x))) = �(op(x))If this happens, we say that � is precise w.r.t. to op or op is precise over �. Clearly, anoperator op can be precise only on a subset of its arguments.



2 Some properties of the lattice of upper closure operatorsAs already noted, our abstraction classes are characterized by various precision propertiesw.r.t. semantic operators. Since precision is a general property in abstract interpretation,several interesting problems can better be faced in the general setting, rather than in ourinstance for logic programs.In particular, we are interested in studying how precision is a�ected by operatorsover abstract domains. There is a vast literature on this subject and there exist severaloperators, de�ned to perform di�erent kinds of composition or re�nement. Since the setof all the abstractions is a complete lattice, the very �rst operators which come to mindare the meet and join operator over this lattice. Meet has been widely used for attributeindependent analysis in [8] while join, partly because of its intrinsic non-constructiveavour, has not found a similar interest in the research community. However, a betterknowledge of the properties of both operators can improve our understanding of thestructure of abstraction lattices.2.1 Meet and joinWhat we want to know is whether meet and join do preserve precision or, to be moreprecise, whether meet and join of abstract domains, which are precise w.r.t. some operatorop, are still precise w.r.t. op. The case of meet is quite simple, since it has a constructiveand local de�nition. If �1 and �2 are two di�erent abstractions, let � be �1 u �2. Then�(x), for every element x, can be derived from the values of �1(x) and �2(x) by means ofa simple meet operation over the concrete domain. The following result is almost trivial.Theorem 2.1 Let op : Cn ! C be a monotonic function and f�igi2I � uco(C) beprecise w.r.t. op. Then � = di2I �i is precise w.r.t. op.Moreover, if the �i are precise only on a subset X of C, then � is precise on thatsubset too. One might guess that the same theorem still holds if we replace u by t.Unfortunately, this is not the case, as shown by the following example.Example 2.2 Take the following concrete domainC = ! + 2 = f0; 1; : : : ; n; : : : ; !; ! + 1gand let �1 and �2 be two abstractions such that �1(C) = f2n j n 2 Ng [ f!; ! + 1g and�2(C) = f2n + 1 j n 2 Ng [ f!; ! + 1g. Then consider the unary operator op : C ! Cde�ned asop(x) = (! if x < !! + 1 otherwiseIt's easy to verify that op is precise over both �1 and �2. In the �1 case, we have(�1 � op ��1)(x) = ((�1 � op)(x) if x 2 �1(C)�1(op(x+ 1)) = �1(!) = (�1 � op)(x) otherwiseand the �2 case is similar. Nevertheless, op is not precise over � = �1 t �2. In fact, forevery n 2 N(� � op ��)(n) = �(op(!)) = ! + 1



but (� � op)(n) = �(!) = !and so � � op �� 6= � � op.Moreover, if � = �1 t �2, �(x) needs to be computed from the images of �1 and �2,possibly in�nite sets, in an essentially non-constructive way. For this reason it is muchmore di�cult to study the join rather than the meet operator.However, we can strengthen our hypothesis by requiring op to be additive rather thanmonotonic. In this case, we will be able to prove the precision of Fi2I �i. The proof canbetter be based on the following constructive characterization of the join operator.Theorem 2.3 Let f�igi2I � uco(C) and T : C ! C be the operatorT (x) =Gi2I �i(x):Then �Gi2I �i�(x) =lfy 2 C j T (y) = y ^ y w xg = T �(x)for some ordinal �.In short, �(x) is the least �x point of T greater than x. Theorem 2.3 gives a construc-tive way of computing values of the joint abstraction. However, � is in general greaterthan !. Therefore, apart from the case of �nite abstract domains, the computation isnonterminating. However, Theorem 2.3 is still useful to prove, by trans�nite induction,the followingTheorem 2.4 Let op : Cn ! C be an additive function and f�igi2I � uco(C) be precisew.r.t. op. Then � = Fi2I �i is precise w.r.t. op.Furthermore, although still not proved, we think that if additiveness condition isrelaxed to continuity the above theorem still holds.2.2 Functional dependenciesIf the meet operator is used for attribute independent analysis, the operator of functionaldependencies provides a systematic approach to build new abstract domains, which hasbeen �rst exploited in [8] as domain for attribute dependent analyses. In [8] it wasessentially the domain of monotonic functions between two abstract domains. In [15]this de�nition was extended by introducing a concrete binary operator which encodes thedata-dependencies between two di�erent abstract interpretations and some applicationsto logic programs as been shown.Let us �rst recall the de�nition of functional dependencies operator [15], adapted toour formalization by means of upper closure operators.De�nition 2.5 (Functional dependencies operator) Let �1 and �2 be two uco's overthe complete lattice C and � be a left-additive binary operator over C. Then, we de�ne(�1 !� �2)(x) =Gfx0 2 C j 8y 2 �1(C):�2(x0 � y) v �2(x� y)g:It is possible to show that �1 !� �2 is a closure operator over C. If �1 = �2 = �, thenwe denote �!� � by Dep� �, and call it autodependencies operator.



We might expect the functional dependencies operator not only to preserve but alsoto improve the precision. Neither of these expectations can fully be satis�ed. However,there are some results in both directions.First of all, it is interesting to know which is the accuracy of �1 !� �2 w.r.t. theaccuracy of �1 and �2.Theorem 2.6 If � is left-precise over �2, then �1 !� �2 w �2.Theorem 2.7 If there exists y 2 �1(C) such that x � y = x for all x 2 C, then �1 !��2 v �2.Hence �1 !� �2 can be both more or less accurate of �2. The following theorem givesa strict lower bound on the accuracy of functional dependencies.Theorem 2.8�1 !� �2 w Gf�0 v �2 j �0 � is left-precise in �0 gFinally, we can give some conditions under which � is precise over �1 !� �2.Theorem 2.9 Let �0 = Dep� � with � 2 uco(C). Let � be a left-additive and right-precise operator on � and �0 w �. Then � is left-precise on �0.Theorem 2.10 Let �0 = Dep� � with � 2 uco(C). Let op be an n-ary additive operatorover C. If for each y1; z1; : : : ; yn; zn 2 C,�8x 2 �(C): �(y1 � x) v �(z1 � x) ^ � � � ^ �(yn � x) v �(zn � x)� =)�8x 2 �(C): �(op(y1; : : : ; yn)� x) v �(op(z1; : : : ; zn)� x)�then �0 is precise w.r.t. op.Corollary 2.11 Let �0 = Dep� �, with � associative and right-precise on �. Then � isprecise on �0.As one can easily note, the properties which hold in the case of functional dependenciesare much less general than in case of the meet and join operators, and require a lot ofadditional hypotheses. Nevertheless, this is often enough to derive in a systematic wayabstract domains which are precise w.r.t. a given operator op, as we will see in the logicprogramming setting.3 A semantic framework for logic programsIn order to discuss abstraction in logic programming we need to choose a concrete domainand the related operational and denotational semantics. In this paper we will use thesemantic framework introduced in [3] and developed in [4] and [5]. Here we recall onlythe main de�nitions and results.3.1 Basic frameworkIn this framework we are able to reason about compositional properties of SLD deriva-tions and their abstractions (observables) in the case of de�nite logic programs. An



operational and a denotational semantics are de�ned, both of them expressed in termsof basic semantic operators on the concrete domain, which represents SLD trees up torenaming of mgu's and clauses.The denotational semantics is characterized by a di�erent semantic function for everysyntactical category in the language:Q : QUERY �! D ;G : GOAL �! (I! D );A : ATOM �! (I! D );P : PROG �! (I! I);C : CLAUSE �! (I! I);where D is the set of collections and Iis the set of interpretations. A collection is the atrepresentation of a family of SLD trees. Every SLD tree is represented by the set of allthe SLD derivations, modulo renaming of mgu's and clauses, obtained following a pathfrom the root to another node. An interpretation is a collection for only pure atomicgoals modulo variance. QUERY is the syntactical category corresponding to statementsof the form \G in P" where G is a goal and P is a program.These are the de�nitions of the semantic functions:QJG in P K = GJGKlfpPJP K (3.1)GJ2KI = Idj2 (3.2)GJA;GKI = AJAKI � GJGKI (3.3)AJAKI = A � I (3.4)PJ;KI = IdjI (3.5)PJfcg [ P KI = �CJcKI + PJP KI�� (3.6)CJp(t) BKI = �tree(p(t) B)1GJBKI�� (3.7)The informal meaning of the semantic operators is the following. The � operator \solves"an atomic goal A in an interpretation I, � computes the and-conjunction of two in-terpretations and 1 computes the interpretations obtained by replacement. Finally, Pcomputes the non-deterministic union of a class of interpretations. Note that when theclass is �nite, we use the in�x notation +. Moreover, tree(c) is a tree representation ofthe clause c and Id is the family of all the SLD trees of depth equals to zero. We canalso de�ne the �x-point denotation of a program P asFJP K = lfpPJP K = PJP K " ! (3.8)Operational semantic is build, using the same semantic operators, from the transitionsystem T = (D ; P7�!), with the following transition ruleD 2 D ; D 6= D1 �(tree(P ))D P7�! D1�(tree(P )) (3.9)where�(D) =Xf(A �DjI)� IdgA2Atoms (3.10)is a kind of sequential unfolding operator. Using T we can de�ne the behavior (operational



semantic) of goals asBJG in P K =X�D j Id jG P7�!� D	 (3.11)and the top-down denotation of a program P asOJP K = hX�BJp(x) in P K	p2�i� (3.12)As the intuition suggests the transition system T de�nes the usual notion of SLD deriva-tion, so thatBJG in P K = f[d]der� j d = G ��!P � Bgwhere der� is equality up to renaming of mgu's and clauses. Finally, we de�ne the equiva-lence � between two programs P1 and P2 as the equivalence of the behaviors of the twoprograms, i.e.P1 � P2 , 8G 2 Goals;BJG in P1K = BJG in P2K (3.13)In this framework, operational and denotational semantics enjoy several interestingproperties, which are stated below� Operational behavior is compositionalBJA in P K = A � OJP K;BJ(G1;G2) in P K = BJG1 in P K� BJG2 in P K� Operational semantic is correct and minimalP1 � P2 () OJP1K = OJP2K� Operational semantic is OR-compositionalOJP1 [ P2K = OJP1K ] OJP2Kwhere ] is an appropriate semantic operator� Operational and denotational semantics are equalOJP K = FJP KQJG in P K = BJG in P K3.2 Abstraction frameworkWe will use uco's over collections to model observables, taking care of the fact that wewant to abstract only one SLD tree at the time and not an entire family of SLD trees.For this reason, we call observable an uco over D such that:� �(;) = ;,� �jWFSG is an uco over WFSG for all G 2 Goals,



� D � D0 ) �(D) � �(D0)where WFSG is the set of all SLD trees for the goal G and � is equality of SLD trees upto renaming of initial goals. Often we will de�ne an observable � by an auxiliary operator�� :[G WFSG ![G WFSGwhich abstracts SLD trees. From �� we can de�ne � as follows:�(D) =[G ��(D \ >WFSG)By means of standard abstract interpretation techniques we can derive the abstractsemantics, replacing semantic operators seen above with their optimal abstract counter-part. We can de�ne two major classes of observables, according to precision w.r.t. thesemantic operators. The �rst class is that of perfect observables, for which�(A �D) = �(A � �(D)) (3.14)�(D1 �D2) = �(�(D1)� �(D2)) (3.15)�(D1 1D2) = �(�(D1)1 �(D2)) (3.16)Abstract semantics for perfect observables enjoy all the properties we have alreadyseen in the concrete case. Moreover, abstract semantics are precise.�(BJG in P K) = B�JG in P K = �(QJG in P K) = Q�JG in P K�(OJP K) = O�JP K = �(FJP K) = F�JP KWe can relax axiom (3.16) by requiring the precision of 1 only on the second argument:�(D1 1D2) = �(D11 �(D2)) (3.17)In this case we speak of denotational observables. We can still obtain a precise denota-tional semantics using the abstract optimal counterpart of C as abstract semantic functionfor clauses. We have as a result:�(QJG in P K) = Q�JG in P K�(FJP K) = F�JP Kand the following relations between operational and denotational semantics:F�JP K v O�JP KQ�JG in P K v B�JG in P K3.3 Operational observablesWe can improve the semantic framework by adding a new abstraction class, that ofoperational observables. They can be obtained from perfect observables by relaxing theprecision condition of axiom (3.16) as in denotational observables, but requiring theprecision on the left rather than on the right argument.



De�nition 3.1 Let � 2 uco(D ) be an observable. Then � is an operational observable if�(A �D) = �(A � �(D))�(D1 �D2) = �(�(D1)� �(D2))�(D1 1D2) = �(�(D1)1D2) (3.18)The de�nition of operational observables is symmetric w.r.t. that of the denotationalones, and the same is true for the properties they enjoy. Hence, it is not surprising thefollowingTheorem 3.2 If � is a denotational and operational observable, then it is a perfect ob-servable.The relaxed properties of operational observables allow us to de�ne an abstract oper-ational semantic, characterized by the following slight variation of the original transitionrule: X 2 �(D ); X 6= X ~1 �(tree(P ))X P7�!� X ~1 �(tree(P )) ;where ~1: �(D ) � D ! �(D ) is de�ned as X ~1 D = �(X 1D). The trick is to use the 1operator in such a way that its second argument is always taken before abstracting.The operational semantic of operational observables enjoys all the properties thatthe denotational semantic has in the case of denotational observables, namely the com-positionality properties shown by Theorem 3.3 and the precision properties of Theorem3.4.Theorem 3.3 Let � be an operational observable, A be an atom, G;G1G2 be goals andP be a program. Then1. B�JA in P K = A ~� O�JP K2. B�JG1;G2 in P K = B�JG1 in P K ~� B�JG2 in P KTheorem 3.4 Let � be an operational observable, G 2 Goals and P 2 Progs. Then1. �(BJG in P K) = B�JG in P K2. �(OJP K) = O�JP KThe following corollary states the correctness and full abstraction of the operationalsemantic.Corollary 3.5 Let � be an operational observable and P1, P2 be programs. ThenP1 �� P2 ,O�JP1K = O�JP2KThe denotational semantic is still correct, being derived using abstract interpretation.However it is in general less accurate than the operational one, as stated below.Corollary 3.6 Let � be an operational observable, P be a program and G be a goal.Then



1. O�JP K v F�JP K,2. B�JG in P K v Q�JG in P K.We conclude by showing one example of operational observable. Roughly speaking,an observable is operational when it keeps some information which cannot be computedin a bottom-up way. For example,�(S) = gwffd 2 Derivs=der� j 9d0 2 S such that d / d0gwith d / d0 () d = G0 ! : : :!Gm; d0 =G00 ! : : :!G0k;there exist p and G s.t. G00 = G0 � (p(x);G),with x renamed apart from d and d0,result(d) � result(d0);�G 6= 2 or #fi j �rst(Gi) � p(x)g = #fi j �rst(G0i) � p(x)g�;where gwf(X) is the least SLD tree containing the SLD derivations in X and #X is thecardinality of the set X. The observable � is a concretization of computed resultants.When the initial goal is atomic, it counts how many times the same predicate of this goalis called in the derivation.4 The lattice of observablesWe know that the set of abstractions is a complete lattice. However, in the logic pro-gramming case, observables are a subset of all the abstractions. Hence we have to provethey are still a lattice.Theorem 4.1 For each i 2 I, let �i be an observable. Then Fi2I �i and di2I �i areobservables.From theorems 2.4 and 2.1 we immediately derive our �rst result concerning the latticeof observables.Theorem 4.2 The sets of denotational, operational and perfect observables are completelattices.Now, if we compose di�erent observables by means of the meet and join operators �nd-ing their most abstract common concretizations or most concrete common abstractions,we know that the result will be in the same class in which we took the operands.However our understanding of the lattice of observables is still far from being satis-factory. In particular, two questions arise.1. are the denotational, operational and perfect classes able to characterize all theobservables which enjoy the related properties?2. which are the in�mum and supremum of our classes of observables?The �rst question has a negative answer. There are examples of observables which arenot perfect (and neither denotational nor operational) and still enjoy all the propertiesof perfect observables. Consider, for example



�(D) = D + nt(x) ��!n t(x) j t(x) ��! t(x) 2 Do ;which looks like the trivial observable �(D) = D with some added useless derivations,which are obviously generated from both the operational and the denotational semantics.It can be shown that none of our semantic operators is precise on it. Nevertheless itscompositional and accuracy properties are those of perfect observables.As far as the second question is concerned, we note that �> = >D and �? = Idare perfect observables (and therefore also denotational and operational). Hence theyare the in�mum and supremum we looked for. However we are not really interested inthese trivial observables. Hence we look for in�mum and supremum in the set of all theobservables but �> and �?. If we consider perfect observables, the intuition says that thein�mum should be an observable similar to ground resultants. Unfortunately, this is notthe case. The problem seems to be related to the existence of perfect observables whichhave nothing to do with known semantics for logic programs. Consider, for instance, theobservable of Example 4.3.Example 4.3 Given the predicate symbol t, de�ne�(D) = D 1�d 2 Derivs=der� j 9�;G such that �rst(d) = (t(x)�;G)	The idea of this observable is that there exists one predicate, t, which causes the lossof every subsequent information on the computation. We can prove that � is perfect.However it is not comparable with the ground resultant observable, that we thoughtstrictly related to all the observables in that class.We can partially solve the above problem by considering only those observables whichare concretizations of the observable �h, de�ned as follows.��h(S) = 8><>:; if S = ;fG �!� B j B 6= 2g if S 6= ; doesn't contain refutaions>WFSG otherwise�h is the observable corresponding to the least Herbrand model semantic. Therefore,the above constraint is the same as considering only the collecting semantics, accordingto [14]. Now that all the \strange" abstractions are cut o�, we can prove the followingtheorem.Theorem 4.4 The most abstract of all the denotational observables which are concretiza-tion of �h is the observable of ground computed answers �g, de�ned as follow��g(S) = �d =G ��!� B j B = 2) �8G0 �G�; G0 ground)9d0 = G �0�!� 2 2 S such that G0 � G�0�	 (4.1)4.1 Functional dependenciesWhile the meet and join operators are strictly related to the lattice of observables, theyare not really useful in deriving new abstract domains, if we exclude the trivial case ofattribute independent analysis. This is better accomplished by other operators, such asfunctional dependencies, disjunctive completion and so on.



In the rest of the paper we will study the functional dependencies operator in thesetting of logic programming. The �rst thing to prove, as in the meet and join case,is that the application of the operator really brings to abstractions which are indeedobservables.Theorem 4.5 Let �1 and �2 be observables, � be a left-additive binary operator over D ,such that1. if S 2WFSG, then S �X 2WFSG, for all X 2 �1(D ),2. D1 �D2 = ; if and only if D1 = ;.3. S � S0 implies S �X � S0 �X, for each X 2 �1(D ).Then �1 !� �2 is an observable.A really interesting case is that of autodependencies w.r.t. the operator 1, which fullysatis�es all the properties of the above theorem. We can prove the following theorem.Theorem 4.6 If � is an observable, then Dep1 � is an observable too, and enjoys thefollowing properties:1. Dep1 � is a re�nement of �,2. if � is operational, then Dep1 � = �,3. if � is denotational, then Dep1 � is the most abstract among all the observableswhich are concretization of � and for which 1 is left-precise. Moreover, 1 is alsoright-precise on Dep1 �.For example, in [15] has been shown, although in a di�erent setting, that functionalautodependencies with respect to 1 of the computed answers observable is the observableof computed resultants. Moreover, follows from Theorem 4.6 and from the properties ofthe observable �g that Dep1 �g is the most abstract perfect observable among all theobservables that are concretizations of the least Herbrand's model.5 Conclusions and Future WorksThis paper was originated by an attempt to better understand the structure of the latticeof observables in logic programs. Because this is strongly related to the precision of thesemantic operators, we have �rst analyzed the problem in a general abstract interpretationsetting, when possible, and then applied the results to the case of logic programs.This line of research can be further pursued by studying other operators on observablesor by studying how the precision of each semantic operator a�ects the properties ofobservables. What we expect is that �, � and 1 are related to compositionality w.r.tprocedure call, goal-composition and program union.However, it is probably more interesting to take into account the classes of observ-ables which are used for static analyses. In this case we want to �nd a set of operatorson observables by which systematically derive new abstract domains, enjoying desiredproperties of precision and/or compositionality. For example, starting with the basic ab-stract domain for groundness, which simply states whether a variable is ground or not, wecould automatically build more complex observables, like Def or Pos. Moreover, if these
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